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This is the first edition of
our online only Shed
Torque. We will still be
printing a version for
those who prefer the
printed edition.
The online version will
contain all the same
articles as the printed
version plus extras such
as photos and extra
articles or information.
Please note Shed Torque
is only as good as the
articles and photos that
you,
the
members
contribute, so please
remember to email me
any photos or articles that
you would like to appear
in Shed Torque.
Caroline Duck:
cdurdu@bigpond.net.au

PLEASE NOTE:
INCREASE IN ENTRY
FEES
After due consideration, the
Executive have decided to
increase the entry fees to the
museum.
We have not put up our prices
for many years and have
continued to be one of the
cheapest museums to visit.
With the increased costs
associated with the ownership
of the building and the new
Model World Feature, we
believe it is appropriate to now
increase the fees.
From the 1st of April 2019 the
new fees will be as follows:
Adult

$15.00

Concession

$10.00

Groups

$10.00

Kids under 15

Free
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Diversity – One of
Our Greatest
Assets
Graham Gunning, President GVC
Welcome again to another edition of
Shed Torque. As per previous
reports there has continued to be
plenty of activity around the shed
over the last four months.
Various events such as the afternoon
tea we conducted to thank all our
volunteers and local businesses; who
supported the building of the Model
World Maffra complex, a
Commemorative event for Ian and
Jan Kennedy to mount a plaque in
honour of their tireless efforts in the
shed - To which it was wonderful to
have the family involved – thanks
again.
Our GVC Volunteers Christmas BBQ
which was also a very enjoyable
evening and our regular change over
and display day in November.
As always, as is the case, plenty of
behind the scenes efforts have been
going on; to keep the shed open to
the community and public, while
embracing improvements in our
displays and logistical systems. The
conversations around the exec table
have included:- improved Road
Signage around the district (much
thanks to Leigh Shields persistence
with Shire); - new sponsorship from
Mansi on Raymond Hotel in Sale;- a
new and more user friendly finance
administration system at front
counter called NETO (thanks to the
efforts of Peter Quennell, Justin
Robson & Mike Gunning); - the
procurement of a defibrillator that
will be fitted shortly; - the review and
appropriation of insurance for our
Model World collection and - the
pursuit of a suitable tow motor or
forklift principally for the use of
moving vehicles around but could
double as maintenance vehicle
around the shed. (No successful leads

yet, so if you know of a suitable piece
of kit please let us know).
The roof condition and potential
replacement is ever present in our
conversations but is a complicated
endeavour with various ‘experts’
advice which is not always helpful.
We are currently investigating
finance solutions and pursuing
accurate technical info so we can
make more informed decisions. We
will keep you informed.
Since the completion of the MWM
building, there has been a continual
effort to improve and update our
museum presentation.
This is more than a maintenance
team. This band of enthusiasts are
responsible for such things as the
improvements around the bike
display (floor paint design), the
fitment of the glass doors at the
entrance to the museum, various
reconfiguring of static displays
around the shed and the
development of some new displays
and the revamping of the ‘garage’
display. These are just a few
improvements and we will continue
to look for ways to introduce a fresh
look and feel about the place.
I believe these improvements have
been very effective and help the club
to continually impact our visitor’s
experience of GVC in positive ways,
especially the return visitors who
have acknowledged the changes.
Upcoming events which are featured
elsewhere in this Shed Torque
include our next Display ‘Lost
rd
American Brands’ 3 March, our
th
next SWAP meet on 28 April and
our next Bi Annual Club Rally the
‘Maffra Motoring Meander’
scheduled for 19 & 20 Oct 2019.
I entitled this report ‘Diversity – One
of our greatest assets’ because I
wanted to draw your attention to this
dynamic that is present in our club.
We have a large membership base
with a wide variety of interests
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attracting people from every walk of
life and experience.
Uniting this very diverse group of
people has presented some
interesting challenges. Your executive
team is mindful of these challenges
but are not the ‘brains trust’ that can
come up with effective solutions to
satisfy the expectations of every sub
group. I am convinced that it is only
possible with your input and
participation.
Representation in the exec team of
these different groups would be
helpful. And I would like to see
portfolios established on the exec
that can make way for the wider
membership groups to be heard &
represented.
If you are not one that is interested in
the exec team, I get that. However
we can set up working groups that
can report back to the executive with
their ideas for improvement, to
which you could be a part. These
working groups might only need to
meet once a quarter and could have
more input into their respective
areas of interest in GVC.
Representation is of particular
importance to me when it gives a
voice to a group of members rather
than simply one member’s
frustrations; which of course we all
experience from time to time.
Our differences are not our
hindrance unless we allow them to
be. There are always things that do
not work the way they would like
them to. I would like to suggest that
if our members would like to see
something happening that is not
currently happening, talk to an
executive member and give us a plan
how your idea can be implemented.
Our response of course will be ‘great
idea – how can you help make it
happen’.
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Diversity –One of our
Greatest Assets (continued)
I know there are members that want
to do more but experience
limitations because of lifestyle, work
commitments and family. However,
I remind you that a little help from
many people goes a very long way.
As your president I welcome your
ideas and will give you my full
attention.
If you expect someone else to do it,
sorry, but it is just as likely to end up
on the shelf with all the other good
ideas that we cannot make a reality –
as much as we like the idea and
might want to support it.
Finally, I just wanted to commend
Ness and her catering team. This is
another team that really puts in and
does a great job. This is definitely
not my forte so I appreciate it even
more when I see it perform and
succeed like our GVC catering team/s
do. And thank you Ness for your
leadership of the team.
Regards,
Graham Gunning

For many years we have been
running a bi-annual event known as
the Melbourne to Maffra Rally or
M2M.
Ian and Jan Kennedy were the
primary organisers of this event, ably
assisted by other members of the
club and for many; it became a
regular addition to their calendars.
We have decided to continue with
this tradition but to change the focus
a little.
: - We would like to introduce you all
to the Maffra Motoring Meander
th
which will run on Saturday 19 and
th
Sunday 20 of October 2019.
We are very grateful to Warwick
Landy and Shannon’s who have
stepped up to become the primary
sponsors of this event.
The Motoring Meander will be a twoday hub type rally with a focus on our
local area. The two daily tours have
been specifically designed to cater
for self – paced touring in Veteran,
Vintage and Classic cars but modern
vehicles are also welcome to
participate.
The tours will take you on quiet
undulating Gippsland Roads where
you will have the chance to visit
wineries, parklands, waterways,
vehicle and machinery collections
and more.
Saturday’s run will see participants
following route instructions in order
to reach their lunch destination and
finally take them back to the
Gippsland Vehicle Collection.

As usual we will hold a dinner in the
memorial hall with guest speakers
George and Marguerite Morgan, who
will be talking on their MG J3 and
Midget. These cars have both won
races at Monterey, Le Mans, and
Brooklyn.
He and Marguerite have raced their
cars overseas so they have great
stories to tell of their adventures.
Sunday’s run is an old- fashioned car
rally where you will need to have
your detective hats on to answer
some sneaky questions along the
way. You will complete your run back
at the Gippsland Vehicle Collection
where a BBQ lunch will be held.
We will award a prize to the
person(s) who gets the most
questions correct.
For people from out of town who are
seeking
accommodation
we
recommend Mansi on Raymond who
are very kindly offering special deals
for this weekend.
We are hoping that many of you will
take part in this two-day event and
bring friends and family. There are
various options available to you, from
taking part in the whole event, to
doing just one day or even just
coming to the dinner.

MARK THE DATE IN YOUR
DIARIES:
th
th
October 18 – 19
For more information contact:
Sue Lawrence – 0428456614
s62lawrence@gmail.com
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MODEL WORLD MAFFRA
Quick Facts:




















One man’s lifetime
collection
3370+
models
913 x Fords
613 x Holdens
210 x Trucks
15 x Ferraris
44 x Mercedes
31 x Jaguars
60 x Brock cars
56 x Moffat cars
63 x Johnson cars
26 x vehicles pre 1910
284 x vehicles pre 1930
991 x vehicles pre 1960
7 x vehicles painted
“British Racing Green”
92 x Diecast
Miniatures 1:64
Every box in pristine
condition kept separately
Models never touched by
human hands (always
gloved).

Can you name the Make and
Model of the seven
different “British Racing Green”
models?
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Executive Committee
Name
Graham
Gunning
Peter Quennell

Event Calendar

Phone
0409667096

Role
President


Event name: All Holden Day

0412387102
0351451103
0428456614

Vice President,
Assistant Secretary
Secretary

Date: March 2
Time: Gates open 7 a.m. for
cars 9 a.m. for public
Location: Geelong
Showgrounds

0407886475

Treasurer

0409667096

Club Plate Officer

display@gippslandvehiclecol
lection.org.au
us6owner@bigpond.com
S62lawrence@gmail.com

0429164763
0351411461

Displays

0428456614

Duncan
Malcolm
John Spunner

duncanmalc@me.com

0402077111

Volunteers,
Booking Secretary
Immediate Past
President

Mike Gunning

mikegunning@primus.com.
au
ford1929@hotmail.com

Sue Lawrence
Justin Robson
Graham
Gunning
Leigh Shields

Sue Lawrence

Email
president@gippslandvehicle
collection.org.au
peterquennell@wideband.n
et.au
secretary@gippslandvehicle
collection.org.au
treasurer@gippslandvehicle
collection.org.au

nd

0408558094
0402084302
0351472243
0409018415
0416 034677
04 38519220

Social Secretary

cdurdu@bigpond.net.au

0428456267

Shed Torque Editor

Ken McRae

curlymac54@hotmail.com

0419536525

Retail

Peter Johnson

dodgypeter@bigpond.com

0427455513
035145 5630
0456 456815

Swap Meet

0351473223

The Museum

Ross Foster
Lynette Hume
Bob Kirkpatrick
OTHER
Caroline Duck

Craig
Greenwood
The Museum

admin@gippslandvehiclecoll
ection.org.au

Roger Allison
Darryl Cloonan
Peter Horton
James Matthews
Richard Rose
Thomas Warry

New Members
Mark Anketell
Ken Davis
Phil Jones
Ian McGowan
Chelsea & Peter Rossney
Brendon Weir

Motorcycles

Craig Baxter
Marc Fluitsma
Debbie Matcott
Jennifer Mclaughlin
Jacky Smith
John Young

Welcome to our new members. You will by now be receiving our bi-monthly
events calendars, and we hope to see you at our upcoming events, or just
dropping in at the museum, having a cuppa, or perhaps dusting a car or two on a
Friday.
Our aim is to share our interest in historic motoring. We invite you to all GVC
events or meetings and welcome comment about the running of your motor
museum.


Event name: Lost American
Cars
Vehicle display launch
rd
Date: March 3 2019
Time: All Day
Location: GVC

Event name: Marlay Point
Overnight Yacht Race
th
Date: March 9
Time: 10am – 4:30pm
Location: Marlay Point
Need to display 4 -6 cars from
60s -80s period. If interested
ring Neil on 0427201481 or
email:
mareeandneil@iinet.net.au
for more information

Event Name: Dandenong
Valley Car Club -25 -30 cars
visiting
th
Date: March 14
Time: 2:30pm

Event name: Gippsland Car
Register -30 cars visiting
th

Date: March 17
Time: Late morning

Event name: Mazda MX5
Club visit
th

Date: March 17
Time: Afternoon

Event name: Bellarine
Drivers’ Club visit
th
Date: March 27
Time: 3:00pm

Event name: Classic Motor
Cycle Club visit about 50
visiting
Date: March 31
Time: 11:30ish

st
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Event Calendar

Event Name: Thunderbird
Owners Club visiting
st
Date: March 31
Time: 10:00am

Event name: BMC Leyland
Club visit
th
Date: April 6
Time: Afternoon

Event name: GVC Swap Meet
(volunteers required)
Ph. Sue Lawrence 0428456614
Bookings: Mike 0402084302
Date: April 28th
Time: All day

Event name: Heyfield Vintage
Machinery Club
th

th

Date: May 18 & 19
Time: All weekend
Location: Heyfield Recreation
Reserve

Event name: Bygone British
Brands
Vehicle display launch
th
Date: July 14 2019
Time: All day
Location: GVC

Event name: Maffra Motoring
Meander Rally
th

th

Date: October 19 and 20
Save the date.
More details to follow
Contact Sue Lawrence on:
0428 456 614
s62lawrence@gmail.com

Event name: Lancia Car Club
visit
nd
Date: October 22
Time: morning

Event name: Cars That
Changed the World
Vehicle display launch
th
Date: November 10 2019
Time: All day
Location: GVC

Our next display is called Lost
American Cars and one of the cars
in the display will be a 1937 Cord
812. The article below gives you a
brief history of the Cord Marque.

1937 Cord 812
Errett, Loban Cord was a salesman
and business tycoon, who was drawn
to the car-making business because
of its money-making possibilities. In
1924, when he was just 30 years of
age, Cord took over the day-to-day
operations of the Auburn brand.
Rather
than
focus
on
the
conservative design of the day, Cord
focused on cosmetics; and Auburns
almost overnight were transformed
into some of the best-looking cars on
the road. Success seemed imminent
because they were both technical
and styling masterpieces.
In 1929, E. L. Cord created the Cord,
one of the most stylish and graceful
cars to ever be produced in America.
The heart of the Cord was the frontwheel-drive system, pioneered by
Harry Miller on the American
championship car race circuit. Cord
was so captivated with this
revolutionary system that he bought
the patent rights from Miller, and an
early L-29 prototype took shape in
Miller's Los Angeles race car shop.
We all know the benefits of frontwheel drive, but it's been said that
Cord didn't care about the
mechanical end of it, but rather the
styling advantages front-wheel drive
offered him. Cord himself did not
design the car's gorgeous body; John
Oswald, who had designed many
Auburns, drew the lines of the L-29,
whose hood line sat a foot (30cm)
lower than its luxury car competition.
Like many other companies at the
time, Cord succumbed to the Great
Depression, and production stopped
on New Year's Eve 1931. But he
returned four years later with
arguably the most recognizable car in
American history; the Gordon
Buehrig-designed Cord 810.
Gordon Buehrig's sensational styling
along with innovative engineering
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advances, such as front-wheeled
drive, coupled with an electric
vacuum shifting device located on a
short arm just under the steering
wheel for ease of driver control; just
added to the excitement.
With its long, upright hood and
horizontal band of trim, the car soon
earned the nickname "coffin-nose,"
to which it is still referred today. The
hood, when opened, would open
upwards. The windshield was split in
the middle and was small in
comparison to other vehicles. This
was due to the room needed by the
massive V8. The front had a chrome
bumper and a wrap-around grill. Two
lights were attached to the bumper
and two retractable lights were
hidden in the front wheel covers.
While other American cars had
externally mounted door hinges,
Buehrig included concealed hinges in
the revolutionary design, and fullface wheel covers. The headlamps,
an industry first, were concealed in
the fenders, and were raised by way
of a pair of small cranks, one at either
end of the dashboard.
The model 810 and 812 front-wheeldrive Cord made their debut at the
November 1935 New York Auto
Show and caused a sensation. The
crowds were so dense, attendees
stood on the bumpers of nearby cars
to get a look. Cord had rushed to
build the 100 cars needed to qualify
for the show, and the transmission
was not ready. Even so, Cord took
many orders at the show, promising
Christmas
delivery,
expecting
production of 1,000 per month, but
the semi-automatic transmission was
more troublesome than expected,
and 25 December came and went
with no cars built. The first
production cars were not ready to
deliver until February, and did not
reach New York City until April 1936.
In all, Cord managed to sell only
1,174 of the new 810 in its first
model year, as the result of
mechanical troubles.
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1937 Cord 812 (continued…)
The 1936 and 1937 Cord 810/812
were
gracefully
styled,
high
performance cars with innovative
engineering. The 810's engine was a
Lycoming 125hp V-8 with three main
bearings. The Cord engine was the
only V-8 Lycoming ever built. This did
not change for the 812 model in
1937, but now a supercharger
became available, and this boosted
horsepower substantially to an
advertised 170hp at 3,500 rpm. The
actual rating was 195hp at 4,200 rpm
(gross).
It was too little, too late. Sadly, they
couldn't save the Auburn automaker
from bankruptcy, so their run lasted
only two years.
The design of the Cord 810/812
remains one of the most distinctive
of the 20th Century. In 1996,
American
Heritage
magazine
proclaimed the Cord 810 sedan ‘The
Single Most Beautiful American Car’.
It has also been featured in many
movies and TV shows including
Where the Spies Are, 1965 and
What’s New Pussycat, 1965. This
particular car was prominently
featured in the 1999 Australian biopic
on Shirley Temple.
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Specifications:
Length: 195.5 in (4,966 mm)
Width: 71.0 in (1,803 mm)
Height: 60.0 in (1,524 mm)
Weight: 4,110 lb (1,860 kg).
Ground clearance: 9 in (229 mm)
Horsepower: 125 hp
(170 hp w/ supercharger)
Brakes: 12 in (305 mm) drums
Front suspension: Independent with
trailing arms, leaf springs and friction
shocks.
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Another car on display in our Lost American Cars display is a 1971 Hornet
owned by one our committee members, Lynette Hume

I think I was about 13 when I decided
that, one day, I was going to own a
Rambler Hornet. A nurse, who lived
across the road, started hers up at
around 6:45 every morning and I
would watch from my window as she
headed off to work.
In December 1992, after much
searching, I found what I had been
dreaming
of,
in
Bundoora,
Melbourne – a 1971 Rambler Hornet
SST. The vehicle was purchased new
in 1972 and incorrectly registered as
a 1972 model.
I have had issues over the years
finding correct parts as AMC vehicles
assembled in Australia seem to have
incorporated bits and pieces from
various American models. Prior to
leaving the showroom the car had
been fitted with a 1972 under-dash
Repco air conditioning unit, which
has only recently failed me.
Brian, the man who sold me the car,
had fitted LP Gas (and retained the
full fuel tank) but, other than that,
the vehicle was fairly original. Brian
had bought the car from his daughter
and used it to trailer his veteran (A or
T Model) Ford all over Australia. He
had
kept
previous
owners’
registration papers, and receipts and
details of every contact he had ever
made. Some of those contacts have
come in very handy over the years.
In 1993 I travelled to Canberra, for
the Summernats, with a group of
friends, and discovered that,

although my baby ran like a dream
and had plenty of power, the oil
consumption almost exceeded the
fuel usage, and so began the engine
rebuild. My mechanic called me
almost daily, as he gradually stripped
the engine, to ask me to chase more
parts – he had the skills and I had the
contacts. He was astonished that we
had made it to Canberra and back,
and could not believe that I had kept
pace with the rest of the convoy.
According to him, it should not have
run at all – a testament to AMC
durability!
When I first bought the Hornet it was
clear that it had experienced some
paintwork at some point in time as
the front and rear halves were two
different shades of red – more
evident in the right (or wrong)
lighting. In about 1995 I had a minor
altercation with the rear end of a
Fairlane and decided it was time to
make her all one original shade of
red. I still clearly remember sitting
on a milk crate (and wore my seat
belt) as I drove to my brother’s panel
shop (3P Automotive) in Ballarat
West.
He did an amazing job,
matching the outside colour with the
original colour inside doors, bonnet
etc. I still get complimented on the
paintwork almost a quarter of a
century later.
As with all old cars, the Hornet will
always be a work in progress. Over
the years I have acquired many body
and interior spares, as these are the
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parts that are getting more and more
difficult to find. In the early 90s, I
purchased a complete rusty wreck for
$500, just for two plastic interior
badges – there wasn’t much else
worth having - and, in 1996, I bought
another one, which had been
modified (aka butchered) for a few
interior bits and pieces – I actually
think it was the first one I fell in love
with when I was in my early teens.
I now have a standing joke with my
daughters that they should be saving
for a very large cemetery plot
because I am taking the Hornet with
me when I go. Until then, I will keep
a good supply of both metric and
imperial spanners and sockets
because an American built, Australian
assembled, car from the 70s has an
extremely frustrating combination of
nuts and bolts.
By Lynette Hume
Background Information:
The AMC Hornet was manufactured
and marketed by American Motors
Corporation (AMC) from years 1970
through 1977 — in sedan, wagon,
and hatchback coupe configuration,
In the US. It was designed by designer
Dick Teague and was to be the basis
of a whole new group of car lines.
Hornets were marketed in foreign
markets and were assembled under
license agreements between AMC —
and Australian Motor Industries
(AMI) in Australia. They were built at
the AMI factory at Port Melbourne in
Victoria between 1970 and 1975. The
Hornet was sold in Australia as the
Rambler Hornet, only in four-door
sedan body style.
While the Hornet was the least
expensive compact model in the
United States, the Hornet in Australia
was a luxury model, with high levels
of trim, carpet, tyres, and
accessories. The Australian cars were
assembled with a percentage of
"local content" to gain tariff
concessions. This was done using
parts and components (such as seats,
carpet, lights, and heaters) from local
Australian suppliers.
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My First Car….
By Ken McCrae
Growing up as part of the Baby
Boomers generation, I was greatly
influenced by the local youth of the
district and admired the many cool
cars, which they drove around town.
The streets were teeming with “Hot”
FJ Holdens. They were generally
lowered a couple of inches and
embellished with the likes of
widened or reversed wheels, dual
exhaust pipes, twin carburettors,
rolled rear pans and chrome, as
much as budgets would allow. The
old motto "If it doesn't work chrome
it" was definitely in play.
The piece de resistance would be a
fox tail hanging from the radio aerial.
Radios were always tuned to 3UZ,
the station chosen by 'In" crowd! It
pumped out tunes from the likes of
Elvis, the Beatles and the mighty
Rolling Stones.
The "other" group drove Fords: Customlines for the more cashed up,
or Zephyrs, affectionately known
as the poor man's
Customline. Growing up during the
1960's was a great time to be around
the Car Culture, as it became
integrated into the Australian way of
life.
Being an impressionable 10 year old,
I was keen to be part of all this action
but was way too young to be able to
afford a car. That came after another
six long years. The alternative was to
build a Billy Cart.
(Wikipedia describes a Billy Cart as a
homemade, four wheeled motor less
racer, that depended on a downhill
course for its speed) and so The Red
Chariot was born! Fortunately living
not too far from the local rubbish tip,
I had access to the raw materials,
needed to build my dream machine!
The first vital component dragged
home behind my push bike was a
pristine one owner galvanised
wheelbarrow, the frame of which
became an ideal chassis after a bit of
work with a very large sledge

hammer and an even larger pipe
bender! The next component was the
steering support, which utilised a BSA
motorcycle engine crash bar finished
in deep chrome, adding to the
desired look. The banjo style steering
wheel was removed from a wrecked
Morris Minor and did the job
beautifully. I proudly told people
that the Morris "had been in a prang"
which I felt added to the allure. The
machine probably wouldn't meet
engineering standards nowadays but
it all worked a treat, as long as I could
find a volunteer to push me around;
as our district was sadly lacking in
anything that resembled a hill.

Later embellishments included
chrome cycle guards, salvaged from
an English perambulator and wide
wheels courtesy of Victa, which were
later finished with very trendy hand
painted white walls. The entire
construction was
accomplished without the use of a
welder and my dad often
commented on the way I could break
drill bits, as quickly as he could buy
them!
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decided that I should go upmarket
and become motorised!
The Red Chariot was retired and its
replacement came in the form of a
factory built Go Kart. This new
machine was powered by no less
than two 100cc Villiers motors, with
a clutchless direct drive. (Sadly more
push starts for family and
friends). An abandoned display
home site not far from home
provided the perfect race track for
cutting hot laps.

The Kart proved to be a very quick
machine and thankfully I survived
several years of ownership without
injury.
It was about this time that the call of
the open road beckoned and the
purchase of my first car became a
priority in this young man's life.
It was going to be an easy choice. It
had to be a Ford. It had to be built
before 1950. It had to have a noisy
V8 motor.
That's where the legendary Used Car
Classifieds, found in The Age
Newspaper came into play. The
choice was endless!
To be continued ....

Owing to the aforementioned lack of
decent hills, and enthusiastic
volunteers to push what had become
a quite heavy machine; it was
9
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A Legend of Motor
Racing Visits GVC

www.mechnair.com.au

www.mechnair.com.au
We now sell the

Penrite
Classic range.

Let us know what
products you would like
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prepared for each of them. Two
famous Bathurst winners are
shown below.

Not long ago, we had a visit from
a legend of the performance parts
of the motor industry.
“Dyno” Dave Bennett, who is
better known as the founder of the
Perfectune company, makers of
Yella Terra brand components;
called in to show us his recently
published autobiography.
Established in 1962 by “Dyno”
Dave, Perfectune Engineering
was the first engineering company
in Australia with CNC machining
capabilities.
CNC Machining is a process used
in the manufacturing sector that
involves the use of computers to
control machine tools. Tools that
can be controlled in this manner
include lathes, mills, routers and
grinders. The CNC in CNC
Machining stands for Computer
Numerical Control.
During the late 1970’s to the mid
1980’s, the company was a first
tier suppler to General Motors for
OEM engine components.
When referring to auto parts, OEM
refers to the manufacturer of the
original equipment, that is, the
parts assembled and installed
during the construction of a new
vehicle.
During this time Dave Bennett and
his team launched Yella Terra,
Australia’s leading brand of high
performance racing parts. To this
day, Perfectune Engineering and
Yella Terra are leaders of
innovation and development in the
motorsport and high performance
industries.
Colin “Sporty” Moran, one of our
display team, was working on our
engine tuners display when he
saw a visitor approaching and
downed tools to show Dave
around the GVC and in particular
his favourite display, Model World
Maffra.

Sporty also was able to talk about
a speedway car he had which was
equipped
with
Yella
Terra
components.
Some of our favourite chapters of
the book are:
 The Corvette Era - which
tells of Dave’s chance find
of a Chev Corvette engine
and his build of an open
wheel racer with another
legend, Murray Carter.
 My first new car – the
purchase of a 1967 HR
186S Holden Premier,
which
was
quickly
modified and reputed to
be faster to 100 M.P.H.
than the Ford XR GT
 More new machines – a
continuing
process
–
Dave’s huge investment
Dyno Dave, - The Yella Terra
Story is available at GVC retail.

In discussion, Dave knew of many
of the actual cars depicted in the
models and the parts he had
10
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From the Archives; I thought this set
of articles from 1929 were interesting
and worth a run in the newsletter.
The last one shows women were
adventurous motorists even back
then.

The
Argus
Melbourne,
Tuesday 1 January 1929, page
3
MOTORING
Gippsland: Camping by the Wayside,
- Touring and Holidaymaking
South Gippsland during the holidays
has attracted a record number of
motorists who found the roads good
and the scenery and weather
delightful. A tour of 700 miles
through the district has just been
completed by the tourist officer of the
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
(Mr. G. R. Broadbent), who found
that the feature of the trip was the
remarkably large number of motor
camping parties met, not only at
organised camping areas and parks,
but also along the less-frequently
valleys and hills of Gippsland.
Mr. Broadbent found that public
camping areas were thronged by
motorists who had driven to their
objectives to make holiday, but the
touring motorist stayed but one night
at a place, and herein lay the
difference between touring and
holidaymaking. It was noticed at
numerous instances that the real
tourist did not use public camping
grounds, preferring to draw up at a
suitable place at the roadside, and
thus obtain more privacy.
The route followed by Mr. Broadbent
included the Prince's Highway, the
South Gippsland road to Yarram, and
thence to Sale, and also the
wonderfully good "Ridge" road from
Nyora along the Strzelecki Range to
Mirboo North, thence through the
Gunyah country and Bulga Park to
Carrajung, as well as many
connecting roads which be along the
valley. Among these are the Tarwin
(upper and lower) valleys, the
charming drive along Turton's Creek,
with its two waterfalls, the attractive
Traralgon Creek Valley, and its
continuation, and the Tarra Valley,
each of which had its quota of

campers; and the means used to
reach the places invariably were the
motor-car, wagon, or motorcycle.
The conditions of the roads, the
beautiful and easy grades as they
wound round the hills and valleys,
and the pleasant weather all
contributed to make this extended
tour most delightful, and what was
seen demonstrated that South
Gippsland will be another happy
touring ground for motorists and a
district which others will visit for a
holiday.
Condition of Gippsland Roads
The shire engineer of Orbost reports
that the condition of Prince's
Highway is good throughout East
Gippsland, as also is the Cann Valley
road, which leads north to Canberra.
The section from Orbost to Marlo is
good, but from Orbost to Delegate
there are sections unconstructed but
passable at this season. From Genoa
to Gipsy Point and Mallacoota
travelling conditions are good, and
side roads from the Prince's Highway
are now passable owing to dry
conditions.
Improved Motorcycle - Luxurious
Sidecar.
More comfort is being demanded by
motor-cyclists, and manufacturers are
endeavouring to meet their wishes. It
is claimed that in the motor-cycle
industry Britain has supremacy. At
the recent Olympia show many cycle
exhibits demonstrated that every
effort is being made to retain this
position. The motor-cycle appeals to
its large number of appreciators
because of its relatively low initial
cost and its remarkably small
consumption of fuel. The seeming
perilousness and discomfort of pillion
seats and other devices for dual
riding, which leave the passenger
exposed to the weather, have no doubt
caused many persons to hesitate
about acquiring these machines. The
motor-cycle and sidecar illustrated
both have service-able weather
screens. On the driver's handle is
fastened a celluloid windscreen which
can be raised, lowered, or tilted at
any angle. The passenger is shown
completely encased in a metal basket
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with transparent sides and rainproof
top. The sidecar has also been made
with a view to giving an appearance
of balance, which is desirable from
the aesthetic point of view.

MOTOR NOTES. Austin Car Club.
The Austin Car Club is organising a
12-hour reliability test for Austin
"Sevens," to be held early in
February. Intending entrants are
asked to send their names and
addresses to the secretary, care of
Davey's Service Station, 71 O'Connell
Street, North. World Tour In Austin
"Seven." '
Miss Gladys de Havilland, sister of
the British designer of aeroplanes,
and Miss Mona Eley, an English
journalist, who are motoring round
the world in a Dunlop-shod Austin
"Seven," are due in Sydney shortly.
They left London on October 19 for
New York, travelled across America
in their little car to San Francisco,
thence by ship to New Zealand,
visiting Wellington, Auckland, &c.
From Sydney their journey will be
continued overland to Melbourne and
Adelaide, thence to Perth, whence
they will sail for Calcutta. Their route
will then be through India and across
Europe, back to London, which they
hope to reach on April 22. The trip is
being undertaken by these girls as an
adventure without attempting any
records.
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Did you know that we have several hundred manuals for
all different makes and models of cars, motorcycles and
even tractors!!!!!
They include Fords, BMC’s, Holdens, Mazdas,
Mitsubishis,Toyotas, Nissans, Chryslers, Italian and
French vehicles to name but a few.
In addition there are general manuals covering different
vehicle parts and engines and a variety of truck,
motorcycle and tractor manuals that cover all sorts of
models and years.
So if you are about to restore a vehicle why not check out
our manuals – you never know there might just be one for
your car.

For a full listing have a look on our web page.
gippslandvehiclecollection.org.au
PLEASE TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS RESOURCE – IT
IS YOURS TO MAKE USE OF.

IMPORTANT!
Always remember to fill in your log book
each time you take out your CPS car,
motorbike or truck. Failure to do so
invokes a fine of:
$793 for a car
Or
$376 for a motorcycle less than 500cc
$793 for a motorcycle greater than
500cc
Or
$1427 for a truck
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Memorial commemoration to Ian and Jan Kennedy
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GVC SWAP MEET
April 28
Can you believe that we are
now approaching our 4th Swap
Meet.? For some of us the past
4 years have been a huge
learning experience – some of
us had never really heard of
Swap Meets and were
absolutely oblivious to the
passion which some of you
have for these mega markets.
But I am glad to say, we are
learning!!!!

And so here we are again.
Remember to keep the 28th of
April free as we present our 4th
Annual Swap Meet and Car
Show. You never know what
"Gems" await.
Sue Lawrence: 0428456614
email:
s62lawrence@gmail.com

2019

WE ARE LOOKING FOR
DONATIONS OF
GARAGENALIA or MOTORING
TREASURES TO SELL ON THE
GVC STALL.
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING
TO DONATE PLEASE CALL:
Ken MacRae: 0419 536525
Or
Pete Balikoff: 0427 556005

Our Swap Meets have been
very successful and many of
the stall holders comment that
we are the “friendly” one. For
many
enthusiasts
an
automotive swap meet is a
good opportunity to socialise
with likeminded people as well
as a way of parting with some
unwanted "gems" that have
been gathering dust in the
shed or finding that “must
have” item to take home.
It gets back to the saying "One
man’s junk is another man's
gold!"
These events are now our
number one fund raiser for the
year. Sue will once again be
seeking volunteers to help run
the day as it takes a team of
around 40 to make the day run
smoothly.
Please give her a call or send
an email if you are able to
assist.
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Trip to Tassie
By Leigh Shields
Our ’44 GPW had traversed over
all the mainland states; so to
complete the travels we decided
to embark on a trip to Tassie. It
was planned and paid for two
years ago but circumstances
didn’t allow it to happen until
recently.
We boarded the Spirit of
Tasmania on the evening of
st
November 1 enjoying a calm trip
over,
and
disembarking
at
Devonport in the pissing rain; (this
was to be the theme for the rest of
the trip).
We headed directly to Cambridge
just out of Hobart to spend a few
days with our friends Lou Hanslow
& Gaylene Hobden. Here we met
up with other Military Vehicle
Group of Tasmania members
including Glen Jorgensen and his
Perkins powered Blitz and Peter
de Vries with his collection of
GMC’s and Studebaker US6’s.
After taking in the sights around
Hobart we headed south to Cockle
Creek, the most south easterly
point in Tassie that you can legally
drive to. Onwards we toured,
going westward, detouring to
check out some big trees which
the lousy weather had caused
several to fall across the road.
Some we could get around or
under, but the last one stopped
us. With no other option we
headed west again, stopping at
Derwent Bridge to view the ‘Wall
in the Wilderness’. It’s well worth
a look even if like me you’re not
the “arty farty” type. As it was
snowing we elected to take a
room at the hotel, until we found
out it was $145 per night for a
single with a shared bathroom!
Onward to Queenstown where it
was $110 for a proper room. While
there we travelled on the Rack &
Pinion Railway – unique and very
picturesque.

After the obligatory cruise up the
Gordon River we continued the
theme by driving to the most south
westerly point accessible,
Hells Gates on Macquarie
Harbour; then up the coast,
crossing the river at Corinna on
the barge. Camping was available
at Corinna at $40 per night,
amenities – nil! So onward again
through Savage River, Waratah to
the North coast circling around to
the west once more through
Arthur River and Couta Rocks.
For the last part of the trip we did
all the touristy things along the
north coast and then cruised down
to Bicheno before heading to
Devonport to catch the boat on the
th
20 . Not such a smooth passage
this time as evidenced by the
many sad faces on board next
morning!
Statistics: - total distance covered
in 20 days, 2012 miles (3238
kilometres) Sunshine? One full
day and two half days! Snow –
twice! Only trouble, the one bit of
modern technology on the Jeep,
the second last day the electronic
ignition module shit itself, yes, we
had a spare!
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Cockle Creek

Obstacle
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Trip to Tassie
continued

Final Straw

GIPPSLAND
ARMED FORCES
MUSEUM
Sale
LOCATION - West
Sale Airport

OPEN - Saturday,
Sunday, Monday,
10am till 4pm: other
times by
appointment
ADMISSION - $4
adults, $1 children
CONTACT gafm@aussiebb.co
m.au Phone: (03)
5144 5500 (during
open hours)
Gippsland Armed
Forces Museum
Inc, PO Box 9177,
Sale Vic 3850

http://www.gipp
slandarmedforces
museum.com/
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How to Put a Vehicle on Club Plates with Gippsland Vehicle Collection
Club Plate registrations are available to members who own a vehicle that is more than 25 years of age.
Club Plate Signature Availability:

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 10am -1pm
Monday 1pm -4pm
You must make an appointment within the above times for new permit applications as they take our officers
quite a while to process.
To make an appointment or for information relating to Club Plates, please ring Graham Gunning on:
0409 667096
For more information about the Club Plate Scheme visit our website: www.gippslandvehiclecollection.org.au/
simply click on the Club Plate tag.
Or on the VicRoads website:
www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/registration/limited-use-permits/club-permit-scheme
If you have no access to the Internet, please contact us and we will happily mail you a copy of the information
sheet.
Please note: It is important to advise the secretary: secretary@GippslandVehicleCollection.org.au or by phone:
0428 456 61, if you sell your Club Plate vehicle or take it off the road.
Also note: It is important to remember that your club membership and your permit renewal may not fall on
the same date. Membership period for all members is always 1 Jul to 30 Jun and is to be paid by no later
than end July – especially if you have a permitted vehicle.

Like us on Facebook; https://www.facebook.com/mansionraymond/
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Monthly Coffee Mornings are back!
On the fourth Sunday of each month, we have a morning coffee
at Wa De Lock in Stratford. We meet at 9:30 am in Stratford at
Wa de Lock for morning tea. It is a great way to meet new friends
and catch up with old ones and discuss all things to do with
classic cars.
Our next coffee morning will be on March 24
See you all there!
Please if you have any complaints let Bob know on:
04 38519220, not the staff or owner.

Social Activities
If you have a collection of cars, trucks, tractors or anything which
you would like to share with us that could form part of a social
run, or if you know of a place of interest that we could incoprate
into a social run; please contact:
Bob Kirkpatrick on 04 38519220 and we’ll arrange visit for the
second Sunday of the month. This will be a casual arrangement
and will not happen every month.
Become involved and help us get more social activities
happening!

Run to Heyfield February 10th
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Recent Photos from The Shed

Morning tea on changeover day

New Motorcycle Display
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